DeLeah Lockridge is an ANS member and an Executive Committee member of the ANS Aerospace Nuclear Science and Technology Division. She leads ORNL’s Nuclear Operations and Licensing Group. She serves as a subject matter expert to the ITER Management Advisory Council and participates in several initiatives to support global adoption of nuclear technologies.

From providing expertise to newcomer countries in nuclear energy to delivering regulatory analysis and criticality safety tools, Oak Ridge National Laboratory delivers innovative solutions for the nuclear workforce of tomorrow, today. Our team matches outstanding educational assistance for ORNL employees with world class innovation incubation and technical assistance programs for communities and industries globally. Come join us today.

Learn more at jobs.ornl.gov and find out about opportunities in:

- **Nuclear Energy and Fuel Cycle Technology**
- **Nuclear Security**
- **Enrichment Technology**
- **Advanced Reactor Engineering and Development**
- **Isotopes**
- **Modeling and Simulation**

For additional information, contact nuclearrecruiting@ornl.gov

ORNL is an equal-opportunity employer. All qualified candidates, including protected veterans and individuals with disabilities, are encouraged to apply. ORNL is an E-verify employer.